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Outline of the Talk
Calculation of Molecular Quantum Frequencies 
of Vibration with Semiclassical Dynamics
Application to Glycine: Basic Constituent of 
Proteins. Searched for in the ISM.  
Semiclassical Dynamics in Higher Dimensionality
GlycineH+ – nH
2
 and Protonated Glycine Dimer: 
The Importance of Anharmonicity in Vibrational 
Frequency Estimates
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Semiclassical Dynamics for Vibrational Frequency Calculations
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Semiclassical Dynamics for Vibrational Frequency Calculations
Herman-Kluk (HK) propagator 
Semiclassical Initial Value Representation (SCIVR)
  
Vibrational spectral density as Fourier-transform of the survival amplitude of an 
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Semiclassical Dynamics for Vibrational Frequency Calculations
Herman-Kluk (HK) propagator 
Semiclassical Initial Value Representation (SCIVR)
Time Averaged SCIVR Working Formula
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Vibrational spectral density as Fourier-transform of the survival amplitude of an 
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Required Advances
1) Accurate Results based on Few Classical Trajectories
2) Sensible Spectroscopic Signal for High Dimensional Systems
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De Leon and Heller: 
Accurate Semiclassical Eigenvalues and Eigefunctions with A Single Trajectory 
with Correct Energy 
1) Classical Trajectories with Tailored Energy
q
eq
 at Equilibrium Geometry
Harmonic Sampling for p
eq 
2) Tailored Choice of Reference State
Multiple Coherent SCIVR
  
“On-the-fly” Application to Glycine
Presence in interstellar medium
Used in bio-nanodevices and 
basic constituent of proteins
  
“On-the-fly” Application to Glycine
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Harmonic 208 249 458 510 629 647 816 908 911
MC-SCIVRa 180 275 470 485 625 600 795 845 900
VPT2b 203 255 461 494 633 603 802 907 863
Expc 204 250 458 500 615 619 801 907 883
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
Harmonic 1120 1158 1175 1294 1371 1384 1438 1656 1804
MC-SCIVRa 1090 1120 1165 1300 1330 1375 1410 1625 1785
VPT2b 1103 1144 1164 1286 1353 1387 1435 1612 1774












20 21 22 23 24
Harmonic 3051 3089 3495 3568 3735
MC-SCIVRa 2885 2920 3395 3390 3565
VPT2b 2947 2961 3367 3418 3575
Expc 2943 2969 3359 3410 3585
“On-the-fly” Application to Glycine
zpe = 17160 cm-1    MAE ~ 20 cm-1 
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“On-the-fly” Application to Glycine
DFT/B3LYP/aVDZ level of theory
Semiclassical Approximation
Multiwell / Multireference Effect
  
Semiclassical Dynamics in High Dimensionality
M. Ceotto, G. Di Liberto, and R. Conte Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 010401 (2017). 
  
Semiclassical Dynamics in High Dimensionality
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The Hessian Method
1. Evaluation of the averaged Hessian elements
2. Set-up of the coarse grain threshold
3. Arrange the Hessian in sub-blocks
Subspace Partition
The Hessian Method
1. Evaluation of the averaged Hessian elements
2. Set-up of the coarse grain threshold
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Divide-and-Conquer Semiclassical Initial Value Representation (DC SCIVR)
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C
60
 Fullerene – 174 Degrees of Freedom
M. Ceotto, G. Di Liberto, and R. Conte Phys. Rev. Lett. 




- tagging of Protonated Glycine
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Exp 3030 3288 3325 3546
DC SCIVR 3000 3240 3270 3600












Exp 2960 3294 3344 3546
DC SCIVR 2920 3280 3370 3610
Harm (0.96) 3077 3298 3380 3546
  
Protonated Glycine Dimer
F. Mc Lafferty et al. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 127, 4076 (2005).








High Frequency region (> 3000 cm-1). 
Scaled Harmonic (0.97) points to C
s
 II.
Wu and Mc Mahon:
1000-2000 cm-1 region. Scaled Harmonic (0.985)
points to C
s















Exp 1191 1439 1523 1757 1808 3372 3585
DC SCIVR
(Cs I)
1172 1450 1511 1756 1804 3375 3618 12
DC SCIVR
(Cs II)
1155 1466 1598 1771 1761 3362 3615 35
Scaled HO 
(0.985)
1174 1439 1546 1730 1784 3448 3674 37
Scaled HO 
(0.96)
1144 1403 1507 1686 1739 3360 3581 37
  
Summary and Perspectives
Semiclassical Dynamics is a Powerful Tool for Molecular Spectroscopy. 
It may be adopted also for Large Molecular and Supra-Molecular Systems. 
Semiclassical Dynamics correctly describes Quantum Anharmonicities.
Ability to interpret and explain Experimental Findings.  
Protonated / Zwitterionic Glycine Solvated by Water
Vibrational Spectroscopy of Water Clusters
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Importance of Multiple Coherent Sampling
